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-

the 

accumulation, progression, transitive value, convergent divergent 

-

Rhétorique de la poésie: lecture 
linéaire, lecture tabulaire

-

-

Convergence and divergence relations  

(poetical euphoria and dysphoria)

-

unwords
-

-
-

euphoria dysphoria

poetical euphoria
dysphoria

dysphoria 

silent  

-
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-

the perfect human being, the genius, the cre-
ator of words

-

Compositional methods of organising the text 

-

Accumulation -

-

-
-
-

celestial earthly

Commutation -

-
progression transitive value

day yesterday
tomorrow time
the past future
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the terms yesterday tomorrow
day present future

time
The progression

positive reveals 
negative

neutral

ascending, descending neutral the ascending -
, nor the stars, not even the 

moon
a an 

, on The descen-
ding

, , 
progression

moan the 
progression enumeration

-

The transitive value

, on an 

term (t ) (common) term (t ) 
t

-

nichi-
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The triadic poetical pattern 

Table 1: ’s 

Logos Anthropos Cosmos

he stretched towards me a leaf 

I stretched towards him a hand  

he stretched towards me a branch as an arm

I stretched towards him the arm 

he bent towards me as an apple 

I bent towards him the shoulder as a gnarled trunk 

I heard the quickening the vim beating the same 
as blood

he heard how it slows down my blood going up like the 

I passed through him

he passed through 

I remained tree

 he, a lonely man

The triadic model

Anthropos, Cosmos Logos
-

human 
being  nature anthropos
cosmos

logos me-him

-

Human Universe

trunk body human body tree
the hand the leaf
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passim
The chiasmus

-

transfer inversion -

The particular model of the poetical construction 

Table 2: 

I

My right And my left arm

chin And mouth,

eye hip,
eye = 

temple = 
shoulders = 

hip = 

shoulders, temple

II

charm and unspell,

Charm (
unspell 

calm and unrest

III

the quiet environment

the quiet 

the earth and seas the earth and the seas
elements 

All

are the perditions

1 of the stars – torches
of the birds – thousands

2 the smoothly affection of the donely
the most lonely

the most  
alone

3 making a sad wedding 
with what does not exist
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In the 
Garden of Ghetsemane 

-
(see a

right arm, chin, eye shoulders left, mouth, hip, temple -
-

and, 

symmetry
equilibrium will speech The eye the temple

( sight thought shoulders
the hip

charm and unspell, calm and unrest
coincidentia oppositorum

verdict -
all are perditions

mioritic culture 

the most 

dysphoric -

-
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ars poetica

Conclusions

, logos, anthropos cosmos 

-

-
-
-

dissociation, symmetries 
oppositions -

unwords
donely

unwords, 

dysphoric euphoric 

-
human, nature unwords

ars poetica
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Annex A

Unwords

Annex B

In the Garden of Ghetsemane
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